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Wayne Eager, or Iggy as he is generally known 
within the art community, emerged in the 
Australian arts scene in Melbourne in the 1980s. 
It was at a time of risk taking in art, of not knowing 
the rules that you were breaking but rejecting 
the status quo. The prevailing orthodoxy with 
its preoccupation with conceptual art and 
minimalism, as taught in many of the art schools 
and promoted in major commercial art galleries, 
appeared largely irrelevant to many young 
new artists, while the new order had yet to fully 
emerge or be clearly defined. Unlike many of his 
peers associated with the Roar group, who were 
largely self-taught or had limited training within 
art schools and generally came from a non-art 
background, Iggy came from a milieu steeped 
in art and the idea of becoming an artist was 
perfectly accepted within his family. It was all a 
question of what sort of artist he was to become 
and what was to be his particular art form – music 
or the visual arts. 

His parents, Daphne and David Eager, had both 
studied painting; his mother in what was one of 
the most prestigious art schools in Australia – the 
National Gallery School in Melbourne – while his 
father at Swinburne Technical College. They met 
at the Victorian Artists Society. Eager recalls, “My 
four siblings and I were brought up surrounded by 
art and classical music. Dad painted throughout 
his life and mum used her talents with craft, 
only occasionally painting. Family outings 
sometimes combined picnics with landscape 
painting. At home, the art books covered French 
Impressionism, Post Impressionism and some 
Australian art like the Heidelberg School, Fred 
Williams and Ian Fairweather.”1 When he was two 
years old, in 1959, the growing family moved to 
Wandin North, an outer suburb of Melbourne 
nestled amongst agricultural lands in the 
picturesque Yarra Valley, not far from Lilydale, 

where they built a small mud-brick house on a 
bush block. It was in this natural environment 
that the artist spent his early formative years with 
developing interests in the natural environment, 
art and music. He recalls seeing the Aboriginal 
bark paintings at the National Gallery of Victoria 
(NGV) in about 1967, while the gallery was still 
housed in the old building together with the 
museum and the state library in Swanston Street, 
and, in the following year, his mother took him  
to see The Field exhibition at the new gallery 
building in St Kilda Road. His mother also took  
him to classical music concerts at the Melbourne 
Town Hall. 

By the time Wayne turned fifteen he had bought 
a bass guitar and with a couple of school friends 
from the Lilydale High School – Rainer Grunwald 
and Geoff Sellick – formed a band. This had 
followed on from two years of piano lessons. A 
year later, he visited Central Australia for the first 
time, on a school trip and, in 1976, he enrolled 
at his mother’s alma mater, the National Gallery 
School that four years earlier had morphed into 
the Victorian College of the Arts (VCA). The Dean 
at the VCA was William Kelly who subsequently 
became a friend and mentor. Here Eager studied 
between 1976 and 1979 for a Fine Arts degree. His 
fellow students, who were to become his friends, 
included Peter Ferguson, Tony Mighell, Steve 
McCarthy and Richard Birmingham. 

In 1977, Eager shared accommodation with 
Peter Ferguson in Inkerman Street in St Kilda 
and over the summer of 1977–78 flew to Flinders 
Island in Bass Strait to do a series of landscape 
paintings over a four-week period. Travelling to 
country on a painting excursion with artist friends 
became a regular feature of the artist’s method 
of work. In 1978, Eager met for the first time David 
Larwill, who was to become a very close friend. By 
1978, Larwill’s life had reached a certain stalemate 

Wayne Eager and the painting of the pattern of existence

Bird and Fish, 1986, oil on linen, 42 x 57.5 cm


